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Abstract—We propose a distributed bidding-aided
Matérn carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) policy for
device-to-device (D2D) content distribution. The network
is composed of D2D receivers and potential D2D trans-
mitters, i.e., transmitters are turned on or off by the
scheduling algorithm. Each D2D receiver determines the
value of its request, by bidding on the set of potential
transmitters in its communication range. Given a medium
access probability, a fraction of the potential transmitters
are jointly scheduled, i.e., turned on, determined jointly
by the auction policy and the power control scheme. The
bidding-aided scheduling algorithm exploits (i) the local
demand distribution, (ii) spatial distribution of D2D node
locations, and (iii) the cache configurations of the potential
transmitters. We contrast the performance of the bidding-
aided CSMA policy with other well-known CSMA schemes
that do not take into account (i)-(iii), demonstrate that our
algorithm achieves a higher spectral efficiency in terms
of the number of bits transmitted per unit time per unit
bandwidth per user. The gain becomes even more visible
under randomized configurations and requests rather than
more skewed placement configurations and deterministic
demand distributions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Content caching is the key enabling design tech-

nique for offloading from the cellular infrastructure to

decentralized device-to-device (D2D) communication.

Caching aims to maximize the probability that the de-

sired content can be found in a nearby device, i.e., the

local hit rate. Due to potentially high density of devices,

novel ways of scheduling concurrent D2D transmissions

are required in order to avoid interference and optimize

the caching performance.
Power control is an effective approach to handle

interference. Different power control algorithms to ei-

ther optimize resource utilization for D2D have been

proposed in [1], or to maximize the coverage probability

of the cellular link as detailed in [2]. Interference anal-

ysis in carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) wireless
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networks is implemented in [3]. A synchronous peer-

to-peer signaling and a concomitant scheduling protocol

is designed in [4] that enables efficient channel aware

spatial resource allocation and achieves significant gains

over a CSMA system.

Distributed solutions have been proposed for scalabil-

ity and to improve different utility metrics. For example,

a Gibbs sampling approach for scheduling to minimize

the total interference and the delay is proposed in [5],

and to learn how to optimize the placement to maximize

the cache hit rate of cellular networks is analyzed in

[6]. Femtocaching using small cell access points, i.e.,

helpers, to minimize total delay is studied in [7].

Content placement and delivery should be jointly de-

signed to maximize the offloading gain of D2D caching

[8]. Fair traffic association is required to balance the

total load among the nodes. When the traffic demand and

the location of caches are regular enough, the strategy

of selecting the nearest cache can actually be close to

optimal, as demonstrated in [9]. If the locations are

not regular, load balancing can result in the maximum

load of order Θ(log logn), where n is the number

of servers and requests, as shown in [10]. This is an

exponential improvement in a maximum load compared

to the scheme which assigns each request to the nearest

available replica. Our distributed solution is motivated

from load balancing in the context of caching, which

also captures the local demand popularity and cache

configurations, unlike prior work.

We consider a spatial caching network in which the

D2D receivers and the potential transmitters are uni-

formly distributed. We assume the placement configura-

tion of the potential transmitters as given. For this system

model, we propose a totally distributed scheduling policy

for the potential transmitter process by capturing the

local demand profile of the receivers, the spatial distri-

bution and the availabilities of the transmitters, with the

objective of maximizing the spectral efficiency.978-1-5386-3531-5/17/$31.00 c© 2017 IEEE
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Our model is an auction-based dynamic scheduling

policy in which each receiver bids on the set of potential

transmitters in its communication range. A fraction of

the transmitters are jointly scheduled based on an on-

off power control strategy given a medium access prob-

ability (MAP). The scheduling is not done uniformly

at random, rather it depends on the cache configu-

rations. The proposed solution captures (i) the cache

configurations, (ii) the signal-to-interference-and-noise-

ratio (SINR) coverage probability conditioned on the

potential transmitter process, and (iii) the file popularity

via the distribution of the local requests. We demonstrate

the performance of our model for a given configuration

in terms of the average rate per user under independent

reference model (IRM) traffic, then test its robustness

under different popularity profiles.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We envision a D2D caching network model in which

the locations of the receiver process Φr and the potential

transmitter process Φ are assumed to form realization of

two independent homogeneous two-dimensional spatial

Poisson point process (PPPs) with densities λr and λt,

respectively.

We assume that the catalog size of the network is

M and M = {1, . . . ,M} denotes the set of files.

Each transmitter has a cache of finite size N < M .

Each receiver makes a file request based on a general

popularity distribution over the set of the files. The docu-

ment requests are modeled according to the Independent

Reference Model (IRM), and the popularity distribution

is modeled by the pmf pr(n), n ∈ M.

We have the following additional assumptions.

• Consider a snapshot of the set of D2D nodes at

a tagged time slot where a subset of the potential

transmitters Φ simultaneously access the channel

given a MAP pA.

• At a given snapshot, the cache configuration, i.e.,

the set of cached files, does not change.

• Each receiver makes a request for one file randomly

sampled from pr, and can associate with any trans-

mitter within its communication range.

• A transmission is successful only if the received

SINR is above the threshold T , given that the

associated transmitter caches the desired file.

A high level summary. The problem at a high level

can be described as follows. Each receiver is allowed to

communicate with any potential transmitter in its com-

munication range and needs to choose a link. Receiver

u is associated with potential transmitter x, estimates

the link SINR and bids on x if the desired content is

available in x’s cache. The values of the receiver bids

are reported to potential transmitter x, and x computes

the cumulated sum of these variables taken on all users

in its cell. The potential transmitter x then reports the

Symbol Definition

PPP dist. D2D receivers; potential transmitters Φr ; Φ

Medium access prob.; set of active transmitters pA; Φt

Density of Φr ; density of Φ λr; λt

SINR threshold; noise power at the receiver T ; σ2

Ball centered at node x with radius R Bx(R)

D2D radius; exclusion radius for Matérn CSMA RD2D; D

File request distribution pr ∼ Zipf(γr)

Total number of files; cache size; set of all files M ;N ; M

File requested by u ∈ Φr; cache config. of x ∈ Φ cu; Cx

Power law path loss function l(r) = r−α

Accumulated bid of transmitter x Bφ(x)

TABLE I: Notation.

value of the bid sum to other potential transmitters in

its contention range. Given the accumulated bids of

all potential transmitters, the exclusion (or contention)

range1 and the MAP, the algorithm determines the set of

active transmitters.

Let Φ̃ = {(x,mx,Px)} be an independently marked

PPP with intensity λt, where i) Φ = {x} denotes

the locations of potential transmitters, ii) {mx} are the

marks of Φ̃, and iii) Px = (P y
x : y) denotes the

virtual power2 emitted by node x to node y provided

it is authorized by the MAC mechanism. The random

variables Px are iid, exponential with mean µ−1.

Definition 1. Neighborhoods. The neighborhood system

on Φ is the family N = {N (x)}x∈Φ of subsets of Φ
such that for all x ∈ Φ, we have x /∈ N (x), and z ∈
N (x) =⇒ x ∈ N (z). The subset N (x) is called the

neighborhood of node x.

For x ∈ Φ, let the neighbors of node x be

N (x) = {(y,my,Py) ∈ Φ̃ : P x
y /l(|x− y|) ≥ P0, y 6= x},

i.e., the nodes in its contention domain. If we only

consider path-loss and no fading, the received signal

at the boundary should be larger than the threshold,

equivalent to D = (µP0)
−1/α for a fixed transmit power

of µ−1. Thus, P x
y /l(|x− y|) ≥ P0 will be equivalent to

y ∈ Bx(D), where Bx(D) is a ball centered at x with

contention radius D.

The medium access indicators {ex}x are additional

dependent marks of the points of Φ as follows:

ex = 1

(

∀y∈N (x)mx < my

)

. (1)

The set of transmitters retained by CSMA as a non-

independent thinning of the PPP Φ, and denoted by

Φt = {x ∈ Φ|ex = 1}. (2)

1If a transmitter has other transmitters in its contention domain, its
channel capacity will be a fraction of the medium capacity due to
sharing of resources.

2Virtual power P
y
x is the product of the effective power of trans-

mitter x and of the random fading from this node to receiver y.



The probability of medium access of a typical node

equals pA = E
0[ex], where E

0 is the expectation with

respect to Φ’s Palm probability P
0; i.e., P0(Φ({0}) ≥

1) = 1 [11, Ch. 4].

Next, by incorporating the SINR coverage character-

istics in a realistic D2D network setting with contention

prevention provided by the MHC-II model, we envisage

a bidding-aided scheduling policy in Sect. III.

III. BIDDING-AIDED POLICY FOR ASSOCIATIONS

Using the potential transmitter model just described,

the potential received SINR of a receiver located at z
covered by x ∈ Φ is expressed as

SINRx(u) =
Pxul(|x− u|)

σ2 +
∑

z∈Φ\{x} Pzul(|z − u|)
, (3)

where r = |x− u| is the distance between the potential

transmitter located at x ∈ Φ and the receiver u, and for

a fixed path-loss exponent α, l(r) = r−α under OPL3

[11, Ch. 2.3], and r and rz = |z − u|, z ∈ Φ denote

the distance between the potential transmitter and the

receiver, and the interferers and the receiver, respectively,

and σ2 is the noise power at the receiver side. Similarly,

{Pzu}z∈Φ are random variables that denote the on-off

powers of potential transmitters, i.e.,

Pzu = 1z∈Φt , (4)

where Φt is a repulsive point process that models the

retained process of transmitters. The procedure to decide

the set of retained transmitters will be detailed next.

We develop a bidding-based user association algo-

rithm such that receivers are associated in a way to

maximize the “local cache hit probability”. We intro-

duce an on-off distributed power control method with

coordination between the neighboring transmitters for

the D2D caching framework3. For a fixed probability of

medium access4, the bidding algorithm determines which

links to activate by capturing the matchings between the

availability of the caches and the local demand.

Each receiver u ∈ Φr bids on the potential transmit-

ters x ∈ Φ in its range RD2D based on their virtual

SINR coverage probability characteristics. Each x ∈ Φ
accumulates bids from the receivers conditional on the

cache configuration. Because the local demand and the

coverage characteristics will be similar, the transmitters

located at similar geographic locations collect similar

bids. Upon the assignment of the bids of all the potential

transmitters, x is scheduled if it has the highest bid

inside a circular exclusion region Bx(D). Hence, the

process of retained transmitters Φt will be obtained as

a dependent thinning of Φ, in contrast with the Matérn

hard-core (MHC) model where the potential transmitters

3On-off power control requires the CSI knowledge about the direct
link between the transmitter and its corresponding receiver [2]. We
only consider long term CSI (ignore fading).

4Only a certain fraction of transmitters is to be activated to control
interference and provide the D2D users with high spectral efficiency.

are assigned iid marks. We next discuss the technical

details of the bidding approach.

A. Accumulated Bid of a Potential Transmitter

For given realizations φ of Φ, and φr of Φr, the

total bid collected at a potential transmitter x ∈ φ is

determined using the following expression:

Bφ(x) =
∑

u∈Ux

pxr (cu)P(SINRx(u) > T ), x ∈ φ, (5)

where for the general coverage model with noise and

interference, we denote by

Ux = {u ∈ φr ∩Bx(RD2D)|x ∈ φ, cu ∈ Cx} (6)

is the set of receivers bidding on potential transmitter x.

Note that (5) is a weighted sum of the virtual SINR

coverage distributions of the set of receivers inside

the coverage region with radius RD2D of the potential

transmitter x. The parameter cu (sampled iid from pr)

denotes the index of the file requested by receiver u,

and Cx denotes the set of files available in the cache

of transmitter x ∈ Φ, i.e., the cache configuration of

x. The local request distribution observed at x ∈ φ,

i.e., the request distribution conditioned on the cache

configuration of x ∈ φ, is given as

pxr (m) = |Ux(m)|/|Ux|, x ∈ φ, m ∈ Cx, (7)

where

|Ux(m)| =
∑

u∈φr∩Bx(RD2D)
1(cu = m)1(m ∈ Cx), x ∈ φ

|Ux| =
∑

u∈φr∩Bx(RD2D)|x∈φ
1(cu ∈ Cx) (8)

are the number of receivers in the coverage of x that

request file m ∈ Cx, and the cardinality of the set of

users associated to x ∈ φ, respectively.

The bidding formulation in (5) captures the

• cache availability via conditioning on the set Ux,

• SINR coverage conditioned on the potential trans-

mitter process φ, and

• file popularity through the local request distribution

pxr as defined in (7).

Using this bidding formulation, we analyze the bidding

algorithm in Sect. III-B to determine the set of retained

transmitters φt. We illustrate the algorithm in Fig. 1.

Similar to a hard-core process, φt has an exclusion

radius of D possibly different from the communication

radius RD2D that will be determined in Sect. III-C.

The cardinality of receivers that bid on x ∈ φ, i.e.,

|Ux|, is distributed as Poisson(λx
rπR2

D2D
), where the

intensity of receivers that bid on transmitter x is given

by λx
r = λr

∑

m∈Cx
pr(m). Hence, the average number

of receivers associated to x ∈ φt is E[|Ux|] = λx
rπR2

D2D
,

and the distribution of |Ux| satisfies

P(|Ux| = n) = exp (−λx
rπR2

D2D)
(λx

rπR2
D2D

)n

n!
. (9)

The rest of this section is mainly devoted to the special

case of the homogenous PPP approximation for the



Fig. 1: A visualization of the bidding algorithm on the receiver and the potential transmitter processes. Consider the network
setup in Fig. 1-(a) with the set of potential transmitters and receivers. Fig. 1-(b) shows the interactions between the potential
transmitter centered at origin, where the solid (dashed) circle shows the communication (exclusion) range. A receiver can bid
on the potential transmitter only if it is in the communication range. Fig. 1-(c) shows the system-level interactions that might
overlap depending on the potential transmitter locations. Fig.1-(d) shows the set of retained transmitters.

bidding algorithm and its distributional characteristics.

Note that the PPP assumption here does not imply that

the thinning of Φ is done independently. Instead, as will

be shown next, it yields a dependent thinning of Φ.

B. Analysis of Bidding Model

The process of transmitters Φt arranged according

to some homogeneous PPP of intensity λ = pA λt in

the Euclidean plane. For the general SINR regime, the

probability of coverage of a typical randomly located

receiver in the general cellular network model, where

the transmitters are arranged according to some homoge-

neous PPP is evaluated in [12]. The coverage probability

of a user u (assuming nearest transmitter association) is

P[SINR > T ] = e−µTσ2/l(r)LIr (µT/l(r)), (10)

where r denotes the distance from the receiver to the

serving transmitter, and LIr (s) is the Laplace transform

of the interference and is given by

LIr (s) = exp
(

− πλ

∫ ∞

r2

1

1 + µs−1tα/2
dt
)

.

Hence, we can compute LIr (µT/l(r)) as

LIr (µT/l(r))
(a)
= exp

(

− πλρ(T, α)r2
)

, (11)

where (a) follows from employing a change of

variables z = t/(T 2/αr2), where ρ(T, α) =
T 2/α

∫∞

T−2/α
1

1+zα/2dz,
Cumulated bid (5) of potential transmitter x ∈ φ can

be rewritten using the SINR distribution given in (10) as

Bφ(x) =
∑

u∈Ux

pxr (cu)e
−µTσ2/l(rxu)LIrxu

(µT/l(rxu))

=
∑

u∈Ux

pxr (cu) exp
(

−µTσ2/l(rxu)− πλρ(T, α)r2xu
)

(a)
=

∑

u∈Ux

pxr (cu)
(

1− µTσ2/l(rxu)− πλρ(T, α)r2xu
)

,

(12)

where rxu = |x − u|, and (a) is required for analytical

tractability. The total bid expression in (12) is a random

variable as a function of the local request distribution

pxr (cu) of u ∈ Ux. Conditioning on the value of |Ux|, u ∈
Ux are iid and uniformly distributed within Bx(RD2D).

The spatial distribution of the bids can be calculated

using a similar approach to the one proposed in [13].

C. Communication Range versus Exclusion Range

Given a contention-based model, the interference mea-

sured at the typical point depends on the range of the



contention domain. Hence, the range at which the com-

munication is successful, i.e., SINR ≥ T , is determined

by the exclusion radius. Using the SINR expression in

(3), we rewrite the SINR for noise- and interference-

limited regimes as follows:

SINR =

{

hl(r)/σ2, I → 0,

hl(r)/Ī, σ2 → 0,
(13)

respectively, where h is the exponential channel gain

with parameter µ. The communication range is defined

by RD2D such that r ≤ RD2D =⇒ SINR ≥ T .

Using (13), and neglecting the small scale Rayleigh

fading variability, it is easy to note that in the noise-

limited regime, there is a one-to-one mapping between

T and RD2D. Unlike the noise-limited regime, RD2D for

the interference-limited regime is variable. To ease the

analysis in the interference-limited regime, we approxi-

mate the interference I by its mean Ī . Hence, one can

derive the communication range

RD2D =

{

(µTσ2)−1/α, I → 0,

(µT Ī)−1/α, σ2 → 0.

We benefit from a very useful approximation to char-

acterize Ī , which is first suggested in [14]. The excess

interference ratio (EIR) as defined in [14] is the mean

interference measured at the typical point of a stationary

hard-core point process of intensity λ with minimum

distance D relative to the mean interference in a Poisson

process of intensity λ(r) = λ1[D,∞)(r). Their analysis

shows that the excess interference ratio for Matérn

processes of type II (MHC-II) never exceeds 1 dB. Thus,

using a modified path loss law l̃(r) = l(r)1r>D, the

mean interference is approximated as

Ī ≈ λ

∫

R2

l̃(|y|)dy = 2πλ

∫ ∞

D

r−α+1 dr =
2πλ

α− 2
D2−α,

using which RD2D can be approximated as a function of

the exclusion radius D as the interference varies.

IV. PROCESS OF RETAINED TRANSMITTERS

Let {mx} be random variables (marks) over x ∈ Φ
that are iid and uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Consider

the following scheduling policies:

a) Random selection: In this model, each trans-

mitter is randomly activated with probability pA, where

there is no exclusion region around the transmitters. This

case is equivalent to assigning marks {mx} to x ∈ Φ̃.

Thus, the medium access indicator of node x is

eRx = 1 (mx < pA) . (14)

b) Matérn CSMA: In the case of MHC thinning,

the potential transmitters x ∈ Φ̃ are assigned marks

{mx}, and a transmitter is retained if it has the “lowest

mark” or “highest mark” within the exclusion region.

Hence, we have

eMx = 1

(

∀y∈N (x)mx < my

)

, (15)

where the parameter D is determined using the first-

order characteristics pAλt.

c) Bidding-aided Matérn CSMA: Consider the fol-

lowing bidding-aided Matérn CSMA thinning model,

where instead of assigning iid and uniformly distributed

marks {mx} on [0, 1] to each of x ∈ Φ̃, we compare the

cumulated bid values {Bφ(x)}x and retain the transmit-

ters that have the highest bid value within the exclusion

region. Hence, we have

eBx = 1

(

∀y∈N (x) Bφ(x) > Bφ(y)
)

. (16)

d) Bid ordering: In this scheme, given a realization

φ of Φ with cardinality |φ| = N , bids are sorted in

descending order. The sorted bid vector is given as

Bφ,S = sortx∈Φ(Bφ(x)). For a given probability of

medium access pA, node x is retained if its bid rank

is at most ⌊pAN⌋. The medium access indicator is

eOx = 1 (Bφ(x) ≥ Bφ,S(⌊pAN⌋)) . (17)

Spectral Efficiency. Spectral efficiency gives the

number of bits transmitted per unit time per unit band-

width. For tractability, we assume that each transmitter

allocates equal time-frequency resources to its users, i.e.,

each user gets rate proportional to the spectral efficiency

of its downlink channel from the serving transmitter. For

total effective bandwidth W Hz, the average downlink

rate in bits/sec of a typical user is

E[R|N > 0] = E

[

W

Ñ
log2(1 + SINR)1SINR≥T

]

, (18)

where N is the number of users served by the tagged

transmitter, and SINR is characterized by incorporating

Rayleigh fading. The distribution of N (for the PPP BS

setting) is characterized in [15]. Given there is at least

one user associated to the tagged transmitter, which oc-

curs with probability P(N > 0) = 1−exp(−Λr), where

Λr = λrπR2
D2D

is the average number of receivers in the

communication range of the transmitter, the conditional

probability of having N = k receivers is given as

P(Ñ = k) =
Λk
r exp(−Λr)

k!(1− exp(−Λr))
.

Our objective in Sect. V is to compare the bidding-

aided CSMA policy with the other popular algorithms

summarized above using the spectral efficiency in (18).

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We consider a realization φ of PPP Φ over the region

S = [−5, 5]2 with an intensity of λt = 3 per unit area.

The catalog size is M = 100 files and each potential

transmitter x ∈ φ can store up to N = 10 files. We

consider an IRM traffic scenario, where the popularity

of requests is modeled by the Zipf distribution, which has

pmf pr(n) =
1

nγr

/

∑M
m=1

1
mγr , for n ∈ M, where γr ∈

(0, 1) the Zipf exponent that determines the skewness

of the distribution. File requests are generated over S
according to a time and space homogeneous PPP with

intensity λr = 3 requests per unit time per unit area, and
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Fig. 2: Spectral efficiency comparison of the bidding-aided CSMA model with other scheduling policies. (Left) Skewed cache
configurations and requests. (Right) Randomized cache configurations and requests.

file requests are uniform and independent over the space,

and any new request can be for m ∈ M with probability

pr(m). The rest of the network parameters are chosen as

follows. Path loss exponent is α = 4, SINR threshold is

T = 0.01, σ−2 = .1, and the fading parameter is µ = 1.

Next, we illustrate the performance of different

scheduling algorithms as a function of the MAP pA. In

Fig. 2-(a), we have a skewed placement configuration

pc ∼ Zipf(2.5) and pr ∼ Zipf(5). In Fig. 2-(b), we

have pc ∼ Zipf(0) and pr ∼ Zipf(0.1). We also compare

against analytical upper bounds using the modified MHC

model proposed in [16], and an upper bound for the

low contention regime of CSMA using [17, Ch. 3.7].

The bidding algorithm provides higher throughputs than

random selection and uniform marking. For skewed

placement, the spectral efficiency performance is very

close to the upper bound for the low contention regime.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a bidding-aided distributed scheduling

policy for D2D users by capturing the local demand

profile, the spatial distribution and the configurations

of the transmitters, with the objective of maximizing

the spectral efficiency in the units of bits/sec/Hz/User.

We demonstrated and contrasted the performance of our

bidding-aided algorithm with other well-known CSMA

policies. The key takeaways include that rather than

solely balancing the traffic according to the locations

of caches, exploiting the cache configurations and local

demand distribution, higher throughput gains can be

achieved, and our approach provides new insights into

designing dynamic bidding-aided caching algorithms.

Possible directions include the extension of the schedul-

ing algorithm to develop dynamic caching algorithms

that capture the network configuration in order to achieve

higher throughput scaling gains with caching.
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